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Chapter 2 details the initial playable races: dwarf, elf, halfling, human, dragonborn, gnome, half-elf, half-orc and tiefling. Chapter 7 describes how to roll ability score checks and saving throws, and how to use D&D 5th edition's advantage/disadvantage system. Snurre here is dressed in a cloak crafted from white dragon hide. I managed to meet Ted at
GenCon 50 and he is a pretty cool dude. The first four, which appeared in the original Dungeons & Dragons 3-Volume Set (1974), are listed as common races, while the other five are uncommon. Be warned this is all playtesting material so make sure to get your DM's permission before using it at your table.Unearthed Arcana - AdviceJeremy Crawford
gets hammered with rules questions. Since the edition of D&D is quite different from the current edition, it is Jason's desire to discuss the legacy and history by learning the game at its dawn that has earned him an honorable mention.The Mad Cleric - Halfling GamingSeamus Conneely and Aaron Marks blog is a great view into the mind of an ongoing
tabletop gamers. (see Appendix N). Appendix D provides statistics for various creatures which player characters are likely to interact with, primarily animals which can be selected as a familiar or animal companion. Just look at his twitter. Matt's advice is helpful, not just because it's good advice, but he explains his reasoning behind his advice. More
often than not he has led me to question my own use of a set of rules or systems and how to use them better (or not use them at all). Many of them play D&D and create their own content for the game. Its GM Tips with [Insert Matt or Satine's name here]. In this adventure, the player characters attack Snurre's volcanic hall, where he is guarded by
two hell hounds. It takes up nearly half of the book's length. Cover King Snurre as he appeared in Dungeon Magazine #200. Often you will need to cut through the persona he has created to get the valuable information he presents. Unlike the other two core rulebooks, which are mainly reserved for use by the Dungeon Master, the Player's Handbook
is intended for use by all players of the game. They include the Forgotten Realms pantheon, Greyhawk pantheon, Dragonlance pantheon, Eberron pantheon, Monster pantheon, Celtic pantheon, Greek pantheon, Egyptian pantheon, and Norse pantheon. They work make the community more inclusive while being entertaining. Part 3 Chapter 10
describes the rules for spellcasting. Chapter 8 gives rules for non-combat activities, including travel, social interaction, resting, and downtime activities between adventures. Angering a dragon of any variety: A popular online catchphrase is "Do not meddle in the affairs of dragons, for you are crunchy and taste good with ketchup." This in turn is a
parody of a quote from The Fellowship of the Ring: "Do not meddle in the affairs of wizards, for they are subtle and quick to anger."[2] Saying yes when the DM asks, "Are you really sure?": It is common for the Dungeon Master to ask the player "are you sure?" as a subtle warning that the action they have just described is likely to result in
catastrophic failure. The cover art is drawn by Tyler Jacobson. Doing so increases the danger to the party in the event of a combat encounter.[1] Sticking appendages in the mouth of a leering green devil face: A reference to the large green devil face found in the Tomb of Horrors, an infamously deadly dungeon. A higher resolution wallpaper of this
image can be found at Wizards.com. Their articles are on the latest content that Wizards is publicly playtesting. King Snurre appears in the clasic AD&D adventure module G3 Hall of the Fire Giant King (1978), collected in the G1-3 Against the Giants (1981) trilogy. Only fourteen status effects exist in the game. While it is a fairly new podcast, we have
had plenty of awesome discussions so far. While much of their content is just games, you can catch these educational gems.Encounter Roleplay Stream - Roleplay YouTube - DiceEven though the show is hosted on twitch Askren uploads his show Fuzzy Dice to his YouTube channel. If you have any resources that you think should be added, make sure to
comment them! I will be adding a consolidated resource list over in our Tales from the Tavern section of the website. Hall of the Fire Giant King was reprinted for D&D 4th edition in Dungeon #200 (Mar 2012), and for D&D 5th edition as part of Tales from the Yawning Portal (2017). Appendix B lists the deities of various major Dungeons & Dragons
pantheons, as well as those of real-world myth. They have some of the best produced shows in the business and some of the funniest and most wonderful people I have ever met. Appendix E provides a recommended reading list. The devil face contains a black portal, which is secretly a sphere an annihilation that destroys anything placed into it.
Chapter 9 gives rules for combat, including initiative, attacking, damage, and mounted and underwater combat. Not only do they play a lot of D&D, Will also hosts a Learn by Play series where he explains his decision making process for DMing, and they even have a Beginner's Play series. Snurre's hall later appears in the AD&D adventure module
Against the Giants: The Liberation of Geoff. Each class has one or more archetypes. Several of the races are divided into sub-races: dwarves into mountain dwarf and hill dwarf; elves into high elf, wood elf and drow; halflings into lightfoot and stout; and gnomes info forest and rock gnomes. If you enjoy the material on this site please consider
supporting us! If you think I missed something or you would like me to cover something specific make sure to leave a comment below or contact me on twitter. Many of the subclasses that appeared in Xanathar's appeared first in Unearthed Arcana. I want to say thanks for including us!Cannibal Halfling Gaming - Mad Adventurers SocietyWhile this
would normally be listed in the resource blogs, sadly the group was disbanded in 2016. At the back of the book is a three page character sheet. Chapter 6 offers further purely optional customization options, including feats and rules for multiclassing. If you have made it here and haven't seen it, then please make sure to check it out. Reception and
influence Dungeons & Dragons saw unprecedented success with D&D 5th edition, with profits growing year-on-year. He has some wonderful stories of his own experiences with D&D where he learned a valuable lesson.Matt Colville - & SundryIf you are familiar with Critical Role, then you are familiar (at least somewhat) with Geek & Sundry. It is for
this reason that it made it to the honorable mentions.The Mad Adventurers Society Archive - is Missing?I know there are several resources I am missing as there is a ton of wonderful content for this community. Chapter 5 describes equipment. It is the primary rulebook which describes how to play Dungeons & Dragons, and is considered necessary
for play. Backgrounds are an additional character customization option which describe the character's origins prior to becoming an adventurer, and can grant additional skill proficiencies and unique abilities. Chapter 1 provides step-by-step instructions for creating a new character. In 2018, the Player’s Handbook reached #21 in Amazon's list.[3]
External links References Now this is going to be my only self promotional plug. As the lead designer of D&D 5e, he puts out a series of articles answering the most asked rules questions he receives. If you comment other resources I will try to add them to that list after I look through them.You can find me on twitter @your1_nightmare. Accepting a
dinner invitation from bugbears: A reference to classic adventure module B2 The Keep on the Borderlands (1981), where a bugbear lair has signs outside offering free hot food and board to all humanoids visitors. If you are in need of a rule clarification make sure to check out this set of articles first.Sage Advice - Angry GMA word of caution before
heading over to Angry's site: he is called Angry for a reason. Player's Handbook 5th edition The Player's Handbook, released in 2014, is one of the three core rulebooks for Dungeons & Dragons 5th edition. Appendix C briefly describes the planar cosmology of D&D, as described in the context of the traditional Great Wheel layout. As with other shows
and podcasts this is another way to find other creators within the industry.Exploding Dice Stream - Dice Playlist - MentionsSome content I couldn't suggest as resource in their entirety either because of the content or the direction they took, but still felt they deserved to be recognized for their work.DelveCastI discovered these folks back when I
started writing for the Mad Adventurers Society. I really do suggest reading his work with a grain of salt. At the time of this writing the site is in Archive mode, so much of its content is still available to read. We review and discuss various homebrews and topics. He even keeps a document publicly available for all the questions he has answered.
According to the credits page, the Player's Handbook was released on August 2014. It’s no surprise why, his streams are wildly entertaining and he is an amazing Dungeon Master. Storming the feast hall of a hill giant steading: A reference to the classic adventure module G1 Steading of the Hill Giant Chief (1978). Going through their content is worth
the dig.Tribality - articles come in the form of videos. Development and release Jeremy Crawford was lead designer on the D&D 5th edition Player's Handbook, and joint lead designer on D&D 5th edition overall with Mike Mearls. The site is filled with professionally made and designed homebrewed content. With the rise of YouTube you can find all
kinds of advice on DMing and even reviews on the latest products. Part 2 Part 2 mainly describes rules for playing Dungeons & Dragons. In Fuzzy Dice he interviews other members of the D&D community including other twitch streamers, designers, and more. Their show is another way to learn some advice and learn about more people in the
industry.Geek & Sundry - ImmersionWhile not strictly a YouTube channel, Ted over a Nerd Immersion has a wide array of subjects and nerdy content. If the player fails to get the hint and persists, a particularly kind DM might ask a second time, "are you really sure?" The player who answers "yes" to this is likely to suffer catastrophic failure. Here at
Nerdolopedia we host a podcast dedicated to homebrew content for D&D 5e. Now they put out a lot of content that isn't related to D&D but my focus is actually going to be on the series of videos starring Matt Mercer and Satine Phoenix. They include the bat, black bear, boar, brown bear, cat, constrictor snake, crocodile, dire wolf, frog, giant eagle,
giant spider, hawk (falcon), imp, lion, mastiff, mule, owl, panther, poisonous snake, pseudodragon, quasit, rat, raven, reef shark, riding horse, skeleton, sprite, tiger, warhorse, wolf, and zombie. They have wonderful stories and advice along with some cool insight into the products that exist out on the market which is what earned them an honorable
mention. Unlike the D&D 4th edition Player's Handbook, magic items are not described in this book. It is this devotion to the game that has led many to re-enter or discover D&D that has landed them a position in the honorable mentions.Neon Rival - Mad ClericA member of the former Mad Adventurers Society, Jason’s blog is focused on his journey
into AD&D. If you are unsatisfied by the amount of class and race options, this is another place to go. Further animals are provided in the Monster Manual (5e), Appendix A: Miscellaneous Creatures (2014). This scene is canonically located in the World of Greyhawk D&D setting. While at first they started at deconstructing games to teach Nathan
about tabletop gaming, it evolved into a show dedicated to talking with game designers. If what he suggests doesn't work for you, don't take it personally that he says you're wrong.The Angry GM - the DM's Guild not enough for you? Unfortunately it is only a matter of time until the site disappears. They review several products, give adventure logs,
and talk about conventions. Seamus is also a member of the former Mad Adventurers and even keeps links on his website linking to all the former members of the Mad Adventurers current works. Well Tribality has you covered. The numerous individuals over at Tribality have had their hand in designing games and settings for some time. On his
YouTube channel however he covers some DM's advice along with reviews of the latest products. In one of their podcasts Godsfall, there is a buzzer that sounds when they get a rule wrong. Preface and introduction Part 1 This section primarily describes how to create a new Dungeons & Dragons character. The officially supported abbreviation PH is
more technically correct, as "handbook" is one word, but usage of PHB is common in the D&D community. Chapter 4 describes personality and background. This closely resembles the cosmology as understood during D&D 3rd edition, with minor changes to accomodate concepts introduced in D&D 4th edition: an Elemental Chaos, which surrounds
the edges of the four traditional elemental planes of air, earth, fire and water; the Feywild, previously known in third edition as the Plane of Faerie; and the Shadowfell, synonymous with the Plane of Shadow. They make the honorable mentions for exposing works to the community and having awesome discussions with smart and talented
people.DelveCast - RivalThis podcasting collective is fairly new, but they do a lot to the world of D&D podcasts. His personality may be off putting to a lot of people and his responses on twitter may be harsh, but he has a lot of solid advice and ideas in his articles. Appendices Appendix A is a list of all the status conditions which can be afflicted on a
character or monster in the game. The bugbears' meat skewers are actually swords, which the bugbears will use to strike the visitors in an unexpected surprise attack. Chapter 11 contains the spell lists for each character class, and the descriptions of all spells in the Player's Handbook. Content The Player's Handbook is mainly divided into a preface
and introduction, three main parts totalling eleven chapters, and five appendices. While vlogs are basically blogs, I will reserve those for its own section.Unearthed ArcanaThis series of articles put out by Wizards is the site I probably visit the most. Here are some that I have found really useful.Matt ColvilleI have spent more than a few hours just
watching episode after episode of Matt's advice. They talk about much of the advice that you might catch on some of the other resources I have given you and even interview prominent GM's in the industry (Matt Colville was one of them). Disclaimer A jocular disclaimer appears on the credits page: Disclaimer: Wizards of the Coast is not responsible
for the consequences of splitting up the party, sticking appendages in the mouth of a leering green devil face, accepting a dinner invitation from bugbears, storming the feast hall of a hill giant steading, angering a dragon of any variety, or saying yes when the DM asks, "Are you really sure?" This references several well-known Dungeons & Dragons
tropes: Splitting up the party: A common D&D aphorism is "don't split the party". Crawford has credits on D&D sourcebooks as far back as D&D 3rd edition's City of Stormreach (2008). It also describes the rules for exhaustion. Player's Handbook is commonly abbreviated to PH or PHB. Self promotional plug over.The Homebrew Cauldron - is far
easier to produce written word than it is to produce a fully fledged podcast or youtube video. Make sure to go give his channel some love.Nerd Immersion - RoleplayWill manages to play D&D as a full-time job. Chapter 3 details twelve character classes: barbarian, bard, cleric, druid, fighter, monk, paladin, ranger, rogue, sorcerer, warlock, and wizard.
I have even used his videos to help teach new DM's certain techniques that take too long to write in a discord message on my phone. According to the book's credits page, the cover of the Player's Handbook depicts the fire giant king Snurre, calling his hell hounds to help him fend off invading adventurers.
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